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Abstract

Currently, guidance around selection of an opti-001
mal or appropriate subword vocabulary size is002
incomplete and confusing at best. Using a mea-003
sure of subword-morpheme overlap, our analy-004
sis shows that one can find a "sweet spot" for005
a morphology informed subword vocabulary006
size. This sweet spot exhibits some variation007
with respect to text complexity and the morpho-008
logical characteristics of a language. However,009
it is relatively constant with respect to corpus010
size.011

1 Introduction012

It is now a best practice in neural machine transla-013

tion (NMT) to encode input data using a subword014

(e.g., byte-pair encoding, or BPE) vocabulary (Sen-015

nrich et al., 2016; Tan et al., 2020). This encoding016

enables open-vocabulary translation and limits the017

size of a vocabulary corresponding to a large cor-018

pus of text. BPE subword methods, for example,019

iteratively replace the most frequent pair of charac-020

ter or character sequences in a corpus with a single021

new character sequence to generate a fixed size022

vocabulary of subwords capable of tokenizing the023

corpus. A practitioner can thus specify the size of024

the subword vocabulary.025

Currently, guidance around selection of an opti-026

mal or appropriate subword vocabulary size is in-027

complete and confusing at best. Certain researchers028

propose simple heuristics based on NMT experi-029

ments in certain select languages (Gowda and May,030

2020). Others recommend performing a sweep031

over subword vocabulary sizes (Ding et al., 2019)032

or other computationally intensive trial and error033

methods to select subword vocabulary size. Still034

others suggest that specific numbers of BPE merges035

exhibit similarities across languages, which could036

motivate consistent choices for subword vocabulary037

size in a multilingual context (Gutierrez-Vasques038

et al., 2021).039

In this work, we add another perspective and 040

attempt to bring some clarity to the selection of 041

subword vocabulary sizes for NMT and other Nat- 042

ural Language Processing (NLP) experiments. The 043

usage of subword vocabularies is most often moti- 044

vated by a desire to enable open vocabulary meth- 045

ods while, at the same time, limiting vocabulary 046

size for the purpose of corpus tokenization. Thus, 047

capturing the true vocabulary of the corpus, or 048

rather morphology of the language, is still the 049

end goal of such approaches. In this paper, we 050

show that the overlap between subwords and mor- 051

phemes follows a predictable pattern as a function 052

of subword vocabulary size (at least for corpora 053

in a certain domain and of a certain size). That 054

is, a subword vocabulary size can be predictably 055

selected based on the criteria that the subword vo- 056

cabulary should have a maximum overlap with a 057

corresponding language morphology. We calculate 058

such overlaps for 27 languages to motivate practi- 059

tioners to consider and experiment with morphol- 060

ogy informed selections of subword vocabulary 061

size. 062

2 Related Work 063

Various attempts have been made to identify opti- 064

mal subword vocabulary sizes. Gowda and May 065

(2020) perform systematic NMT experiments on 066

four different target languages. In these experi- 067

ments they use a range of BPE vocabulary between 068

500 and 64K types. They finally make a recom- 069

mendation for using a simple heuristic to identify 070

the near-optimal vocabulary size, which is where a 071

mean sentence length measure is small (low num- 072

bers of subwords per sentence) and the frequency 073

of subwords in the corpus at the 95% class rank 074

is 100 or higher. Although this gives some clear 075

guidance, such an approach relies on the ability to 076

segment text into sentences (which is not always 077

an easy task for many languages in the world). 078

In other NMT experiment informed research, 079
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Denkowski and Neubig (2017) make a general080

recommendation of 32K BPE types for NMT sys-081

tems with a secondary recommendation of 16K for082

system with less than 1 million parallel sentences.083

Ding et al. (2019), on the other hand, conduct ex-084

periments with 5 different NMT architectures on085

4 language pairs and come to the conclusion that086

a sweep over BPE merge operations from 0-4K or087

even 0-32K types is useful. This shows how re-088

sults from NMT-based studies can vary (or even089

contradict). Further, the authors are not aware of090

any such works that use language morphology to091

motivate the selection of subword vocabulary size.092

In a different vein of research, Gutierrez-Vasques093

et al. (2021) utilize information theory as a tool to094

explore BPE merges. At each merge, they ana-095

lyze Shannon entropy across 47 languages. This096

entropy across subword distributions shows a lack097

of variability, which suggests that a language that098

is complex at the word level is not as complex at099

the subword level. However, the "turning point"100

highlighted in Gutierrez-Vasques et al. (2021) is at101

around 200 BPE merges, which is significantly less102

than the number of BPE merges generally recom-103

mended in practice for NMT and other NLP exper-104

iments. This discrepancy, along with the inconsis-105

tency of NMT-based studies of subword vocabulary106

size, begs the question: is there a linguistically in-107

formed way to provide guidance on vocabulary size108

selections that is more consistent with published109

NMT studies?110

3 Methodology111

To provide linguistically informed guidance on the112

selection of subword vocabulary sizes, we analyze113

the overlap of subwords and morphemes for a range114

of subword vocabulary sizes and for a variety of115

languages. We look for a "sweet spot" where the116

overlap between subwords and morphemes is a117

maximum.118

For each language, we pre-process the available119

data to remove blank lines and to lower case all120

characters. We then use the morphological analysis121

implemented in the Python polyglot library (Vir-122

pioja et al., 2013) to obtain morphemes for each123

word contained in the corpus. Although this use of124

polyglot limits the method to the 135 supported lan-125

guages, vocabulary sizes for languages supported126

by polyglot are likely a good starting point for vo-127

cabulary sizes in related language experiments.128

For a range of vocabulary sizes from 0 to 8000,129

we first train a unigram subword model using that 130

vocabulary size. SentencePiece1 is used for all 131

experiments, and all experiments define the same 132

random seed to maintain reproducibility. Next, we 133

encode each word in the corpus to get the unique 134

subwords corresponding to the word. These unique 135

subwords are compared with the corresponding 136

morphemes for that work to determine the percent- 137

age of these subwords that are also morphemes. 138

This percentage is what we define as the overlap 139

between subwords and morphemes. Because we 140

are doing this at a word level, we then aggregate 141

the overlap metrics for all words in a corpus to get 142

the average overlap for a given vocabulary size. 143

4 Experiments 144

In order to evaluate the behavior of subword- 145

morpheme overlap in many languages, we use data 146

from the JHU Bible Corpus (McCarthy et al., 2020). 147

We filtered all of the text files in the corpus down 148

to those that were: (i) supported by polyglot’s mor- 149

phological analysis; and (ii) including the full text 150

of the Bible. This resulted in 63 full Bibles in 151

27 languages including Latin and Cyrillic writing 152

system scripts. We ran the analysis detailed in 153

Section 3 on each of these full Bible files. The 154

reported maximum overlaps and vocabulary sizes 155

at the maximum overlaps are the averages for the 156

set of full Bibles in each respective language. 157

We also wanted to analyze the influence of cor- 158

pus size on the subword-morpheme overlap. To this 159

end, we took a single full Bible from 4 languages 160

(Polish [pol], French [fra], Vietnamese [vie], and 161

Romanian [ron]) and split the Bible into random 162

collections of Bible verses ranging in length from 163

100 verses to 30,000 verses. We then ran the anal- 164

ysis detailed in Section 3 on each of these collec- 165

tions. The result is a morphology optimal subword 166

vocabulary size as a function of the number of sam- 167

ples/lines in the respective corpus. 168

Finally, to analyze the influence of text com- 169

plexity and morphological extremes, we ran the 170

analysis detailed in Section 3 on two various spe- 171

cific pairings of Bible texts. The first of these pairs 172

was the Spanish [spa] Nueva Versión Internacional 173

(NVI) Bible and the Spanish Nueva Versión Inter- 174

nacional Simplificada (NVIs). The NVIs is a "sim- 175

plified" version of the NVI, and, thus, this pairing 176

should demonstrate how subword-morpheme over- 177

lap is influenced by text complexity. The second 178

1https://github.com/google/sentencepiece
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Figure 1: Subword vocabulary sizes for various lan-
guages at the maximum overlap of subwords and mor-
phemes. Writing system scripts are shown in parenthe-
ses and language families are shown via color.

of these pairs was a Quechua [quc] Bible and the179

Bible in Basic English (BBE). This basic English180

text (BBE) should differ significantly, on a mor-181

phological level, as compared to the agglutinating182

language of Quechua.183

5 Results and Discussion184

Figure 1 shows the subword vocabulary size at185

the maximum overlap between subwords and mor-186

phemes for the 27 languages we considered. This187

vocabulary size ranges from 900 on the low end188

(for Vietnamese [vie]) to 5,175 at the high end (for189

French [fra]). The analysis finds higher vocabu-190

lary sizes for corpora with a large number of mor-191

phemes (like French, with 4300+ morphemes in the192

corpus) and lower vocabulary sizes for corpora with193

a small number of morphemes (like Vietnamese,194

with only 864 morphemes found in the corpus). In195

fact, the lowest vocabulary size, for Vietnamese, is196

consistent with the fact that Vietnamese is known197

to be an extreme in Austro-Asiastic languages in198

that it has very little morphology (Noyer, 1998).199

To see how the subword-morpheme overlap200

changes as a function of subword vocabulary size,201

Figure 2: The percentage overlap between subwords
and morphemes as a function of subword vocabulary
size for the Nueva Versión Internacional Bible ("Span-
ish" in the figure) and the Nueva Versión Internacional
Simplificada Bible ("Spanish Simplified" in the figure).

see Figure 2 and Figure 3. All of these curves 202

indicate a general trend: the subword-morpheme 203

overlap rises gradually to a peak and then starts to 204

decrease. This trend makes sense in terms of the 205

subword merges. Starting from characters at the 206

low end of vocabulary size, the overlap with rise 207

gradually as these characters and sets of characters 208

are merged into morphemes. However, eventually 209

the merges will start merging two morphemes or a 210

non-morpheme set of characters with a morpheme. 211

These latter merges with decrease the overall over- 212

lap. 213

Of course the shape of the subword-morpheme 214

overlap curve will change as a function of both 215

text complexity (influencing the total number of 216

morphemes) and morphological characteristics of a 217

language (influencing the number of subwords per 218

word and per sentence). Figure 2 shows that the 219

overlap curve for a simplified Spanish corpus (the 220

NVIs) peaks earlier than the corresponding non- 221

simplified version. Figure 3 shows how the long 222

words of the agglutinating language of Quechua 223

cause the overlap curve to peak earlier and de- 224

crease more rapidly than the curve for the English 225

BBE translation. This is because Quechua has both 226

fewer total morphemes and longer words than En- 227

glish. 228

Finally, Figure 4 shows how the vocabulary 229

size at the maximum subword-morpheme overlap 230

changes as a function of corpus size. This variabil- 231

ity over corpus size is shown for a subset of the 232

languages represented in Figure 1. One can see 233

that the vocabulary size rises quickly to a relatively 234
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Figure 3: The percentage overlap between subwords and
morphemes as a function of subword vocabulary size
for the Quechua [quc] and the Bible in Basic English
(BBE).

constant value as a function of corpus size. This235

suggests that, if a practitioner finds a morphology236

informed choice of subword vocabulary size (at237

least for unigram subwords), the choice of vocab-238

ulary size can be re-used for experiments with a239

variety of corpus sizes. In fact, a practitioner could240

look at the language represented in Figure 1, find241

a language similar to the language they are using242

in their experiments, and select a vocabulary size243

similar to that of the related languages. Related244

languages can be found using language classifica-245

tions, such as those in the Ethnologue (David M.246

Eberhard et al., 2021). Such a process may be a247

good starting point for vocabulary size selections.248

6 Conclusions and Future Work249

Using a measure of subword-morpheme overlap,250

our analysis shows that one can find a "sweet spot"251

for a morphology informed subword vocabulary252

size. For Bible data, this vocabulary size shows lit-253

tle variation with corpus sizes greater than 15,000254

samples, although it does exhibit some variation255

with respect to text complexity and general mor-256

phological characteristics of a language. We ac-257

knowledge that the results presented here are very258

limited in terms of domain (the Bible) and this kind259

of subword-morpheme analysis may produce dif-260

ferent results in other domains or with different261

corpus sizes. In any event, we submit that such262

a morphology informed analysis could serve as a263

starting point for vocabulary size in NMT or other264

NLP experiments. In future work, we would like265

to more fully explore data from other domains and266

the variation in downstream NLP task performance267

Figure 4: The "sweet spot" vocabulary size (at max-
imum subword-morpheme overlap) as a function of
corpus size for 4 languages (Polish [pol], French [fra],
Vietnamese [vie], and Romanian [ron]). The vocabulary
size at the maximum overlap stays relatively constant
(i.e., it plateaus) after the corpus size reaches around
10-15K samples. From vocabulary sizes from 100 to
2000 we use an interval of 100, and from 2000+ we
sample with an interval size of 1000.

with morphology informed vocabulary sizes. 268
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